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WHY DO WE NEED TO KNOW 
THIS?  

The need to secure data, investigate its theft and mitigate the 
damage done is greater than ever. Why? 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0iaRn2WwPw 



PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
COMPUTER CRIME 

Problems associated with computer crime include: 
 
•  Difficulty in law enforcement 

•  Difficulty courts face when addressing extra-
jurisdictional crime 

•  Belief that computer crime is not as dangerous as 
violent crime 

 



PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH COMPUTER 
CRIME 

•  Prosecutors may prefer to limit 
resources on violent crime instead. 

 
•  Lack of reporting arises from a belief 

that these are not worth pursuing. 
  
•  Law enforcement agencies may lack 

financial and/or technical resources 
to investigate computer crimes. 

 



THE EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Crimes can also vary by: 

 

•  Target: 

 

� Private  

� Government 



IT’S A TECHY BUSINESS 

•  Computer criminals will possess varying 
degrees of technical sophistication. 

�  Hence, the metaphor of a continuum of 
offenses in terms of seriousness. 

•  However, degrees of computer crimes may 
also be reflected by the degrees of 
technical expertise of agencies investigating 
such crimes. 

 



YOU THINK YOU ARE SAFE FROM 
CYBER CRIME 

 
•  It threatens: 

•  Financial institutions 

•  National defense 

•  Commerce 

•  Educational institutions 

•  Law Enforcement 

•  Public Services 

•  Medical research  

•  Pharmaceuticals  

•  Chemical Industries 



•  Elite Hacker : Hackers, who write their own malicious code and get 
that, what they need.  

•  Single bit of information, they cannot be left for others. They have 
very deep and basic knowledge of Computer System, Codes, 
Programming, Languages, Scripts, Operating System, Hardware, 
Networking, etc. If you want to be hacker try to achieve this level. 

 



SOCIAL ENGINEERING 

•  Social engineering takes advantage of 
people who use technology. 

�  Insiders may be the most dangerous, 
whether by accident or intentionally 

� Can reduce risks through security 
awareness training 

 



WEB-BASED CRIMINAL ACTIVITY 

•  Computer crime can involve more than 
Internet-based activities: 

�  Financial losses 

�  Threats to personal security (i.e., identity 
theft) 

�  Industrial espionage 

�  Threats to international security 

�  Threats to public safety 



•  Online crime, however, can include: 

�  Interference with lawful use of 
computers, such as eco-terrorism, DOS 
attacks, use of malware (e.g., viruses, 
worms) malware, cyber-vandalism, 
cyber-terrorism, spam, etc. 

�  Theft of information and copyright 
infringement, such as industrial 
espionage, ID theft, and ID fraud. 

 

WEB-BASED CRIMINAL ACTIVITY 



MALWARE: WORMS, DOS, AND BOTNETS 

•  Worms seem primarily used to set up a 
large-scale DoS attack. 

•  DoS (Denial of Service) and DDOS 
(Distributed Denial of Service) Attacks 

� Attempt to overwhelm servers, such 
as through mail-bombing. 



MALWARE: SPAM 

•  Spam 

•  Abuse of electronic messaging systems, taking 
up resources, across multiple platforms 

  



MALWARE: RANSOMWARE 

•  Ransomware and the Kidnapping of Information 
�  Malware program that makes digital resources inoperable 

or inaccessible in extortive scheme 

�  Critical factors can include level of user's education (less 
educated, more vulnerable), sophistication of product (not 
amenable to common software remedies) 

 
 



�  Massachusetts Swansea Police Department. 

�  Cryptolocker ransomware took over the department’s entire computer 
system and the police were forced to pay a $750 ransom to get back 
control. 

�  As the ransomware takes over your computer, a countdown clock 
appears and shows victims how long they have to pay up. That means 
purchasing a key, or software, to reverse the process. And victims must 
do that using the online virtual currency known as bitcoins. 

�  “Once you have purchased a bitcoin, then the transaction that you use 
that bitcoin in is encrypted, and therefore you cannot trace it,” 
explained Goodchild. 

�  Swindon says it appears to be the perfect crime. 

�  The FBI tells WBZ-TV they are very worried about this spreading in 2014. 

�  The scheme could be the work of organized gangs overseas. So far, no 
one has been caught. 

�  http://boston.cbslocal.com/2013/12/18/cryptolocker-ransomware-being-
described-as-the-perfect-crime/ 

 

REALLY? MY COMPUTER IS HIJACKED? 



MALWARE: RANSOMWARE 

•  Examples include the PC Cyborg/Aids information 
Trojan, distributed through ordinary mail via a 
floppy, so that once installed, victims had to pay 
$378 to regain access to all directories and to 
unencrypt files. 

 
 



THEFT OF INFORMATION, DATA 
MANIPULATION & WEB ENCROACHMENT 

•  Traditional methods of proprietary information theft can 
occur due to: 

�  Insiders, on the job or through maintenance back 
doors 

�  Social engineering, including shoulder surfing and 
dumpster diving 

�  Theft of equipment 

�  Malware 

 



THEFT OF INFORMATION, DATA 
MANIPULATION & WEB ENCROACHMENT 

•  Trade Secrets and Copyrights – Concerns: 

� These forms of intellectual property have 
value independent of whatever owner 
produces, such as a razor company 
designing a new shaving system. 

� Theft can come from disgruntled 
employees, competitors, and 
government entities. 

 
 



SECURITY 

•  Use security software 

•  The most important thing you can do to keep 
your computer safe is to install and maintain 
security software.  

•  Install and run Identity Finder, a tool to help you 
search for, protect, and dispose of personal 
information stored on your computer, file shares, 
or external media.  

•  Install the Secunia Personal Software Inspector. 
This will alert you when your current software 
applications are out of date or require a security 
update.  



INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONS 

•  Practice the principle of least privilege. Do not 
log into a computer with administrator rights 
unless you must do so to perform specific tasks. 
Running your computer as an administrator (or as 
a Power User in Windows) leaves your computer 
vulnerable to security risks and exploits.  

 

•  Simply visiting an unfamiliar Internet site with 
these high-privilege accounts can cause 
extreme damage to your computer, such as 
reformatting your hard drive, deleting all your 
files, and creating a new user account with 
administrative access. When you do need to 
perform tasks as an administrator, always follow 
secure procedures. 



INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONS 

•  Never open an attachment you weren't 
expecting, and if you do not know the 
sender of an attachment, delete the 
message without reading it.  

•  To open an attachment, first save it to your 
computer and then scan it with your antivirus 
software; check the program's help 
documentation for instructions. 



INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONS 

•  Do not download unfamiliar software off the 
Internet: KaZaA, Bonzi, Gator, HotBar, 
WhenUSave, CommentCursor, WebHancer, 
LimeWire, and other Gnutella programs all 
appear to have useful and legitimate 
functions.  

 

•  However, most of this software is (or 
contains) spyware, which will damage your 
operating system installation, waste 
resources, generate pop-up ads, and report 
your personal information back to the 
company that provides the software. 



CONCLUSIONS 

•  Technology both enhances & threatens 
modern society. 

•  Computer crime is increasing for a variety of 
reasons: 
�  Computers are equivalent to storage 

warehouses 

�  Increasing connectivity & interdependence 
of infrastructures 

�  Technical expertise is decreasingly important  

�  Increasing number of threat groups with 
sophisticated methodologies & advance 
technology  

�  Government apathy 
 

 



CONCLUSIONS 

•  Law enforcement may find it difficult to 
respond to new types of crimes because of: 

�  Lack of resources 

�  Difficulty responding to rapid 
technological change 

�  Public perception that computer crime is 
less serious than violent crime 



 

 

 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING 
CYBER RISK 



Risk 

Cloud 

Mobile 

Social 
Media 

Big Data 
Analytics 

Social, Mobile, Analytics, & Cloud 

$240b 
Growth by 2020 

$41b 
Size in 2011 

Cloud Computing – the new norm 

Mobile – “the Internet of Things” 
• Roughly 12b handheld devices will 
be introduced in the next 5 years. 
• Over 80% of employees use at least 
one device for work. 

Big Data Analytics 
•  Approximately 122b in revenue 

from software/related services. 
•  Data analytics is used within the 

cloud, mobile applications and 
enterprise solutions. 

Social Media 
1.35b 
Approximate Facebook users 
500m  
Approximate number of Twitter users  

300m 
Approximate number of  LinkedIn members 
in 2014 	

26 

Managing risk in a hyper-connected world  



HOW DO BREACHES OCCUR?  

�  External 

�  Virus/malicious code 

�  Denial of service attacks 

�  Hacker attacks/unauthorized 
access 

�  Malicious hardware 

�  Social engineering 

�  Physical theft 

�  Internal 

�  Physical theft 

�  Accidental release (lost laptop, 
thumb drive, etc.) 

�  Rogue employees © ExecutivePerils, Inc. 2013  



COMMON INDUSTRIES BREACHED 

§  Financial institutions 

§  Retail 

§  Hospitality  

§  Healthcare 

§  Educational institutions 

§  Governmental entities  

Any entity that has confidential information of its  

own employees or that of its clients. 



WHAT TO PROTECT 
§  Protected health information (PHI) 

§  Any information about health status, provision of health care, or 
payment for health care that can be linked to a specific individual  

§  Personally identifiable information (PII) – generally, name plus 
§  SSN 

§  Driver’s license/government ID 

§  Credit/debit card 

§  Financial account information 

§  Medical insurance/health info  

§  Passwords with usernames  

§  Confidential information 

§  Trade secrets 

§  Intellectual property 

§  And more 



STATES BREACH LAWS  

 

§  51 US Jurisdictions Have Breach Notification Laws 

§  All States but Alabama, South Dakota and New Mexico  

§  Common Themes 

§  Non-Public Personal Information 

§  Unencrypted computer data 

§  Notification cut off at $250k or 500k individuals 

§  IMPORTANT TO NOTE: Laws apply to where people live, not to 
where Insured is located 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

MANAGING CYBER 
RISK 



AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION… 

§  96% of breaches were avoidable through simple or 
intermediate controls1 

§  Per record cost of data breach has lowered, 
suggesting that companies are investing more 
resources in prevention and detection, such as 
improving their data protection practices and 
implementing incident response plans2 

1 – Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations Report 

2 – Ponemon Institute   



CONTROL FOCUS AREAS 

§  Awareness and training 

§  Current technology  

§  Security assessments 

§  Internal 

§  External 

§  Third parties 

§  Monitoring 

§  Incident response 

§  Recovery planning 

§  Sustainability – keep it clean 



CONTROL FOCUS AREAS 
§  Protect Home Networks 

§  Update firmware and software 

§  Set to auto-update 

§  Password protection  

§  Keep mobile devices safe 

§  Turn on screen lock 

§  Perform factory reset when disposing of an old device 

§  Avoid storing confidential information – passwords, bank 
card #’s 

§  Turn off Wi-Fi and Bluetooth when not needed 

§  Delete text messages that contain confidential information 



CONTROL FOCUS AREAS 
§  Social Engineering 

§  DART method 

§  Delay giving information  

§  Authenticate the source 

§  Resist demands; probe for further information 

§  Transfer to superiors to determine if request is genuine 

§  Email Safety 

§  Do no forward chain letters 

§  Encrypt emails or attachments containing confidential data 

§  Never send sensitive information to your personal accounts 



INFORMATION SECURITY POLICY   

§  A written statement designed to protect an organizationʼs information 
assets against accidental or malicious disclosure, modification or 
destruction should:  

� Apply to all individuals who have access to the organizationʼs network – 
including third party vendors; 

� Contain a signed acknowledgement from applicable staff; 

� Provide for annual security awareness training for all users; 

� Include information concerning the recognition and reporting of security 
threats; and  

� Provide for, and describe, a system of periodic alerts and reminders that will be 
used to notify employees of new threats. 

 

 



INFORMATIONAL SECURITY POLICY  

§  Acceptable Use Policy - specifies user responsibilities, such as: 

•  Password management; 

•  Guidelines for accessing unprotected programs or files; and 

•  Disciplinary actions for unauthorized and/or unacceptable conduct. 

§  Record Retention Policy - specifies when and how information can 
be destroyed. 

Policies should be revisited at least once a year 

 

 

 
 



CYBER INSURANCE 



Liability Coverage Reimbursement 
Coverage 

First Party Coverage 

Media Liability Privacy Event Expense Business Interruption 
and Extra Expense 

Network Security 
Liability 

Extortion Demand Loss of or Damage to 
the Insured’s Network 

Privacy Injury Liability Privacy Regulation 
Investigation 

Basic e-Theft 

Privacy Regulation 
Proceeding 

Crisis Response 

CYBER LIABILITY COVERAGE PARTS 



MEDIA LIABILITY COVERAGE 

Coverage for: 
 
§  All Matter created by or on behalf of insured 

§  Matter means any content regardless of its nature or form 

§  Publishing, broadcasting, public appearances, social media 
§  Defamation, libel, slander, copyright infringement, 

negligence, etc.  
§  Emotional distress 



NETWORK SECURITY LIABILITY 

Coverage for: 

 

§  Inability to access/use/rely on Insured’s network or data 

§  Damage to or disruption/infection of others 

§  Transmission of a virus  



PRIVACY INJURY COVERAGE 
Coverage for: 
 
§  All private and corporate confidential information 

§  Broad definition of Protect Information 
§  Online and offline – including the dumpster 
§  All privacy laws – current and future – world-wide 
§  Removable media – on and off-premises 
§  Rogue employees 
§  Any unauthorized use/disclosure 
§  Alleged use of spam or spy-ware 
§  PCI Fines and Penalties sub-limited by endorsement 
§  Emotional distress 
§  Healthcare only – can add Contingent Bodily Injury 



PRIVACY REGULATORY PROCEEDING 
COVERAGE  
 
Coverage for: 

§  Defense of privacy regulatory proceeding 

§  At full privacy coverage limits 

§  Fines and Penalties sublimited 

§  Triggered by Regulatory Proceeding 

§  Does not need to be tied to a Privacy Wrongful Act  

§  Where permitted by law 



PRIVACY EVENT EXPENSE 

Coverage for: 

 

§  Voluntary notification cost 

§  Worldwide coverage 

§  Credit and identity monitoring cost 

§  Forensics to determine cause of privacy breach 

§  Public relations expense – repair reputation 

§  Remediate regulatory compliance deficiency 



EXTORTION DEMAND 

Coverage for: 

§  All reasonable and necessary expenses arising out of a 
credible extortion demand 

§  Damage from extortion covered by other insuring 
agreements 



PRIVACY REGULATORY INVESTIGATION 
COVERAGE  
 
Coverage for: 

§  Costs related to complying with request for information  

§  Sublimit to $250k – exceptions must be approved 



CRISIS RESPONSE 

§  Non Privacy Event covered by policy 

§  Public relations 

§  Manage relationship with governmental authorities 



BUSINESS INTERRUPTION AND  
EXTRA EXPENSE 

§  All network reliant net income 

§  Triggers: Unauthorized Access, Electronic Infection, Denial of 
Service 

§  Extra Expense: Reasonable costs to 

§  Minimize interruption of commerce activities 

§  Stop damage from Exploit 

§  Forensics for identifying perpetrator 

§  Administrative Error by endorsement 



LOSS OF OR DAMAGE TO INSURED ENTITY’S 
NETWORK 

§  Costs to restore network or information on the network 

§  Triggers: Unauthorized Access, Electronic Infection, Denial of 
Service 



BASIC E-THEFT 

§  Theft of Money, Securities or Goods to a person or entity that is 
not authorized to receive them 

§  Transmission must be through Insured’s Network 

§  Excludes Intentional Acts of Employees 

§  Theft of Insured’s Intangible Property and Theft of Insured’s 
Services can be added via manuscript endorsement 



 

 

QUESTIONS 
 

 


